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General Activity

z Creating

a Tableau z

A tableau (full name: tableau vivant) is a living picture. A group of students can
arrange themselves in a silent and motionless scene to represent a moment
in a Dear Canada diary. Tableaux help develop understanding and response
to literature, and require good group or collaborative skills.
Preparation
• How do we express our feelings or attitudes through our bodies? Try modelling
what a sad person looks like, as well as a happy person, an angry person and
a frightened person.
• Practise tableaux in pairs. Create some situations or scenarios. (Some examples
might be a father and son playing catch, a mother feeding her child, two children
arguing over a toy.) Pose in one of the scenes you have invented. Remember that
you cannot speak or move! Present your tableau to the class. Have the other
students in the class guess the scene you are posing.
• After sharing several scenes, consider which tableaux were most effective. How did
the students convey emotion through their bodies and expressions?

Procedure
• In a group of two to five, create a tableau for a critical moment in the diary.
In addition to conveying the emotion of the moment, it is important to create
a visually interesting scene. For example, you could set yourselves up to create
different levels in height and an interesting placement on the floor. You may even
use props if you wish.
• Prior to presenting your tableau to the class, write a paragraph together identifying
the scene you are presenting and the characters involved, and explaining why your
group felt this was a critical moment in the diary.
• Present your tableau. Once you are frozen in your scenes, your teacher will tap each
of you on the shoulder one at a time. This tap is your signal to break your silence
and recite a short monologue describing your character’s situation and feelings.

General Activity

z Writing

a Review z
of a Dear Canada Diary

You have been asked to write a review of a Dear Canada diary for the magazine,
Canadian History Today. Your task is not only to discuss whether the diary is good
literature, you also need to comment on its value as history. Make sure you answer
the following questions:
• Who is the real author of the diary? What other books has she written?
• Does the author have a personal or family connection to this story or this event
in history? If so, what is it? Do you think such a connection would make it easier
or more difficult to write about the event?
• What important event in Canadian history is featured in this story? Why is this
event worth writing a book about? What kinds of things does the diary tell us
about that are often missing from non-fiction history books?
• After reading about the life of a fictional girl in this period of history, do you think
life was better or worse then? Defend your answer.
• In what ways has life stayed the same?
• Do you think the author of the diary has presented a “realistic” sense of what life
was like then? How?
• If you could travel to that time, what do you think would be the most difficult
thing about living then? What would be the best thing?
• What makes the fictional author of the diary seem real? Is she someone you would
like to get to know?
• What questions do you have for the real author of the diary? What questions do
you have about the time or event in Canadian history portrayed in the diary?

